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Abstract: We propose a structure that can be used for enhanced single
molecule detection using surface plasmon coupled emission (SPCE). In the
proposed structure, instead of a single metal layer on the glass prism of
a typical SPCE structure for fluorescence microscopy, a metal-dielectric-
metal structure is used. We theoretically show that the proposed structure
significantly decreases the excitation volume of the fluorescently labeled
sample, and simultaneously increases the peak SPCE intensity and SPCE
power. Therefore, signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity of an SPCE based
fluorescence microscopy system can be significantly increased using the
proposed structure, which will be helpful for enhanced single molecule
detection, especially, in a less pure biological sample.
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1 Introduction
Single molecule detection (SMD) represents the ultimate level of sensitivity of a bio-sensor
and has been a long-standing goal. Among SMD techniques, fluorescence based techniques
are an obvious choice because of their high sensitivity and ease of detection as a bright signal
appears against a dark background [1]. However, SMD using a fluorescence based technique
can be difficult for a less pure biological sample due to a poor signal to noise ratio (SNR) [2].
In practice, there will be a background noise signal due to impurities in the sample, emission
from optical components, scattered light at the incident wavelength, dark current from the
detector, as well as the intrinsic Raman scattering [3]. The background noise signal makes
SMD challenging and leave no other choice but to use only a restricted volume of the sample.
Surface plasmon coupled emission (SPCE) based fluorescence microscopy technique can be
used for SMD for its capacity to restrict the sample volume that is excited [3]. In this approach,
the target molecules, i.e., the sample, are fluorescently labeled and are placed on a thin metal
layer, which is deposited on a glass prism [4]. The fluorophore labels are excited by an evanes-
cent light coupled to surface plasmons at the sample-metal layer interface. Surface plasmons
at the sample-metal layer interface are excited by an incident light through the prism on to
the prism-metal layer interface. Once excited by the evanescent light, fluorophores radiate like
dipoles. A part of the radiated light may couple to the metal layer— excite surface plasmons—
and emit light from the prism-metal layer interface at a sharply defined angle, which is called
SPCE [5–9].
In an SPCE based fluorescence microscopy technique, the excitation volume is inherently
limited by the evanescent light coupled to surface plasmons. The part of the radiated light by the
fluorophores that couples to SPCE exponentially decreases with distance when the distance of
the radiating fluorophores is greater than a critical value [10]. Thus SPCE has inherent capacity
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of suppressing the background noise, and therefore, is a promising candidate for SMD [11,12].
However, although in an SPCE based fluorescence microscopy technique, light is emitted
only in a sharply defined angle, the intensity of the emitted light is less due to loss in metal
[13]. Therefore, detection of a biological sample is difficult when the excitation volume is
very limited as in for SMD so that the number of fluorophores that radiate is less. The pursuit
of increasing the SPCE light intensity is an active area of research [14–19]. Two approaches
are usually used to increase the SPCE light intensity: First, by increasing the radiation of
the fluorophores, and second, by increasing the coupling of the radiation of the fluorophores
to SPCE. Colloidal metal nano particles suspended in the sample layer or the carbon nano
dots at the sample-metal layer interface are found to significantly increase the radiation of the
fluorophores so that SPCE intensity and power are increased [20,21]. Fluorophore radiation can
also be increased when the fluorophores are trapped in a nanocavity between titanium ceramic
nanoparticles and a thin silver layer [22]. By contrast, the coupling of the radiation of the
fluorophores to SPCE has been increased by using a grating on the metal layer or by using metal
bi-layers of silver and gold [23, 24]. An SPCE based detection system can also be enhanced
by increasing the collection efficiency by using external means such as a conical mirror around
the hemispherical prism so that SPCE ring is reflected on to a single point [25, 26].
Recently, there have been significant interests in controlling the directional emission of fluo-
rophores by confining fluorophores in a dielectric layer between two thin metal layers [27–29].
Such a structure works as a planar nanocavity and leads to a directional emission of narrow
beams normal to the surface. Directional control of the fluorescence emission can also be
achieved using a one-dimensional photonic crystal between a metal layer and a dielectric sub-
strate [30]. Such a structure supports optical Tamm plasmon modes and the emission is normal
to the surface [31, 32].
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In this work, we propose a simple planar structure that significantly decreases the excitation
volume of the sample, and at the same time, increases both the peak intensity and the coupled
power in SPCE so that it can enhance the detectivity of single molecules. In the proposed
structure, instead of a single metal layer in a typical SPCE structure, we use a metal-dielectric-
metal structure on the glass prism. Considering that the proposed structure is composed of
silver-gallium arsenide-silver layers and gallium arsenide (GaAs) is 10 nm thick, we find that
the excited sample thickness decreases by ∼100 nm, and the peak intensity and the power
coupled to SPCE increase by ∼2.4 and ∼1.4 times, respectively, of that when there is a single
silver layer. The SNR of the proposed structure significantly increases as well from that of a
typical structure, which is critical for SMD.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we present the proposed structure.
In Sec. 3, we discuss the dispersion relation of the proposed structure. In Sec. 4, we study the
detail SPCE dynamics of the proposed structure using full-field finite difference time domain
(FDTD) simulations. In Sec. 5, we derive an expression for SNR in SPCE based fluorescence
microscopy and use the derived expression to calculate the SNR for the proposed structure.
In Sec. 6, we discuss the prospect of SMD using the proposed structure. In Sec. 7, we draw
conclusions on the findings.
2 Proposed Structure
In Fig. 1, we show schematic illustrations of a typical structure that supports SPCE and the
proposed structure. In Fig. 1(a), in the typical structure for SPCE, a 50 nm silver (Ag) layer is
deposited on a hemispherical glass (SiO2) prism. A 10 nm SiO2 layer is deposited on the metal
layer that acts as a spacer between the Ag layer and the sample layer. The fluorescently labeled
sample layer is placed on the spacer layer. In practice, the Ag and spacer layers can be deposited
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on a glass slide, which is index-matched to the prism [6, 33]. In Fig. 1(b), in the proposed
structure, instead of a single Ag layer, a Ag-GaAs-Ag structure is used. GaAs is optically thick
with an index of refraction ∼3.5, which is much greater than that of glass. In particular, we
use GaAs for its high index of refraction, widespread use in different nanophotonic devices,
and ease of deposition as a thin film on a metal layer. However, other dielectric materials that
have an index of refraction greater than the substrate and which can be deposited on the metal
layers can also be used. We chose the total thickness of the two Ag layers in the proposed
structure, i.e., tm1+ tm2, equal to the thickness of the single Ag layer in the typical structure,
i.e., tm. Typical SPCE structure has a Ag layer of thickness 50 nm [34]. When tm1 = 0, there
is a single metal layer and the dielectric material is above the metal layer acting as a spacer
between the fluorophore and metal layer. We keep the thickness of the GaAs layer in between
the two Ag layers, td, a variable.
In this work, we use a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) layer of 30 nm as the sample layer. We also
use Rhodamine B molecules as fluorophores. Rhodamine B molecules have a peak absorption
at a wavelength of 545 nm and a peak emission at 565 nm. In this work, we assume that the
fluorophores are excited with a laser source that emits sharp Gaussian pulses at 545 nm and the
light is incident from the prism side. The fluorophores in the sample layer subsequently emit
light at 565 nm, a part of which is coupled to the Ag layer. The fluorophores are modelled as
monochrome electric dipoles oscillating at 565 nm [35]. Since the SPCE dynamics vary with
the position of the fluorophores in the sample layer, we keep the positions of the fluorophores
fixed so that the performance of the proposed structure can be properly compared with that of
a typical SPCE structure.
For SMD, fluorophores have to be excited by a laser source from the prism side, which is
often referred to as Kretchmann (KR) configuration [36]. The fluorophores can also be excited
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from sample layer side to create SPCE, which is often referred to as reverse Kretchmann (RK)
configuration. In KR configuration, if the incidence angle of a p-polarized light on the metal
layer matches with a critical angle, θSPR, surface plasmons are excited and light is evanescently
coupled to the sample-metal layer interface. This evanescent light excites the fluorophores in
sample layer, which in turn produces SPCE. Since the evanescent light that excites the fluo-
rophores decays exponentially within ∼250-300 nm from the interface, fluorophores that are
very close to the interface are only excited. Therefore, KR configuration can be used for de-
tecting single molecules attached to the spacer layer on the metal surface in contrast to the RK
configuration, which cannot limit the excitation volume [3]. A part of the radiated light by the
fluorophores comes out as SPCE in the prism side at an angle θSPCE such that θSPCE 6= θSPR.
The intensity of SPCE light depends on the intensity of the radiated light by the fluorophores,
which in turn depends on the intensity of light that excites the fluorophores. The intensity
of SPCE will also depend on the distance of the fluorophores from the metal layer. If the
fluorophores are very close to the metal surface, e.g., within ∼10 nm, radiation is quenched
and the intensity of SPCE decreases significantly [10]. If the distance of the fluorophores
increases above ∼10 nm, the intensity of SPCE increases to a peak at a critical distance, and
then decreases with a relatively slow tail as the distance increases from the critical value.
3 Dispersion Relation of the Proposed Structure
In an SPCE structure, a thin metal layer is bounded by dielectric layers of different refractive
indices. The dispersion relation of the typical SPCE structure, as shown in Fig. 1(a), is well
studied [37]. The thin metal layer in an asymmetric dielectric environment supports both sym-
metric and antisymmetric modes [38]. The radiative or leaky symmetric modes are created
when a plane wave incident at an appropriate angle from the glass side couples to a surface
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plasmon in the metal layer [39]. Only such modes are of interest for the excitation of the
fluorophores.
Dispersion relation of a multilayer structure is found by solving Maxwell’s equations in each
layer and matching them with appropriate boundary conditions. With index inhomogeneity in
the z-direction, only p-polarized light with electric field components Ex and Ez, and magnetic
field Hy, will excite surface plasmons. If the structure has N number of layers with the j-th
layer having dielectric constant ε j, the dynamics of an incident p-polarized light in the j-th
layer can be given by
∂ 2Hz
∂ z2
+(k2j −β 2)Hz = 0 (1)
and
~E =
i
√
ε j
ωc
~∇× ~H.
In each layer, the fields will be a weighted linear combination of the terms e±s jz+iβx, where
s2j = β
2− k2j and k j =
√
ε jk0 =
√
ε jω/c.
In an SPCE structure, air and glass layers have fields proportional to e−sairz and esglassz, re-
spectively. To make the modes radiative in glass and evanescent in air, sglass and sair have to be
imaginary and real, respectively. Therefore, the dispersion curve, i.e., ω vs. β relation, that
represents leaky or radiative modes must be in between the light lines for air and glass.
Finding the dispersion relation of the proposed structure is analytically complex due to the
presence of a large number of interfaces between layers of different refractive indices. In this
work, we calculate the dispersion relations only for the leaky or radiative mode, which is used
to excite the fluorophores. We calculate the reflectance Rp(ω,θ) of the proposed structure
using transfer matrix method [40] for p-polarized plane wave of specific frequency when the
incident angle varies in the range 0≤ θ ≤ pi/2. The incidence angle at which the reflectance is
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minimum, is the emission angle θSPR(ω) of the leaky SPR mode. Then the in-plane wavevector
can be calculated by
β (ω) =
ω
√
εglass
c
sin
[
θSPR(ω)
]
. (2)
Now, the dispersion relation can be calculated by varying ω .
Figure 2 shows the dispersion relations for a typical SPCE structure and the proposed struc-
ture. We note that with the inclusion of the GaAs layer in the proposed structure, the dispersion
curve moves further away from the air light line than that of the typical structure. Therefore,
the wavenumber sair in the proposed structure increases as s
2
air = β
2− εairk20. The penetration
depth in the z-direction in air is 1/sair, but the peak electric field in air is proportional to sair.
Therefore, the penetration depth of the excitation field in air will decrease but the magnitude of
the excitation field will increase in the proposed structure from that in the typical structure.
4 FDTD Simulations
We carry out three-dimensional full-field FDTD simulations to find out the detail SPCE dy-
namics of the proposed structure. We vary the position of the dielectric layer in between the
two metal layers while keeping the total thickness of the two metal layers constant. We also
vary the thickness of the dielectric layer. Additionally, we have varied the index of refraction
of the dielectric material and found similar results when the index of refraction of the dielectric
layer is greater than that of the substrate, and therefore, we do not present those results.
In FDTD simulations, we model Ag, glass, and PVA by their frequency-dependent complex
refractive indices as experimentally measured and reported by Palik [41]. We model GaAs
and air by constant refractive indices of 3.5 and 1.0 [42]. We assume a three-dimensional
computational volume of 20× 20× 20 µm3 with the SPCE structure at the center. We use a
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non-uniform meshing for the computational domain with mesh points separated by less than 4
nm inside and near the metal interface, and by less than 50 nm deep inside prism and air. To
simulate an infinite extent in all directions, we use the perfectly matched layer (PML) bound-
ary condition at the boundaries of the computational domain [43]. To calculate the far-field
profiles, we project the near-field profiles using their angular spectrum representation.
To study the excitation field, we excite the structures with a Gaussian beam incident at the
surface plasmon resonance angle. The appropriate electromagnetic fields are then recorded to
determine the penetration depth and the peak excitation field intensity. To study the emission
characteristics of fluorophores, excited fluorophores are treated as electric dipoles in our FDTD
simulation [44, 45]. The steady-state electromagnetic fields are obtained by calculating the
impulse response of the SPCE structure to a dipole source with a Gaussian frequency spectrum
centered at 565 nm. FDTD simulation results are validated by matching themwith experimental
findings and theoretical predictions of Refs. [5, 34].
4.1 Excitation Field
The penetration depth of a typical SPCE structure given in Fig. 1(a) is ∼250 nm, i.e., the
excitation field decays to 1/e of its value at the sample-metal interface at 250 nm away from
the interface. The penetration depth of the excitation field in the proposed structure is given
in Fig. 3 as the position of the GaAs layer between the two Ag layers changes. We also vary
the thickness of the GaAs layer. We note that the penetration depth decreases significantly in
the proposed structure. For a fixed GaAs layer thickness, the penetration depth decreases as
the GaAs layer is moved from prism to the sample layer, i.e., the thickness of the top Ag layer
decreases in the proposed structure. The penetration depth also decreases as the thickness of
the GaAs layer increases. In Fig. 4, we show the peak of the excitation field in the sample
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layer for the proposed structure for different positions and thicknesses of the GaAs layer. We
note that the peak of the excitation field increases when the GaAs layer is moved up, i.e., the
thickness of the top metal layer decreases. The peak of the excitation field also increases as the
thickness of the GaAs layer increases.
4.2 SPCE
In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), we show the angle-resolved reflectance characteristics of a typical SPCE
structure and the proposed structure with tm1 = 10 nm that have been calculated using the
transfer matrix method. In both the typical and the proposed structures, the reflectivity is strong
for all angles of s-polarized incident light. However, for p-polarized incident light, there is a
pronounced dip at the surface plasmon resonance angle, which is also the angle at which SPCE
occurs. The proposed structure has the reflectance dip at a greater angle than that of the typical
structure, indicating a greater SPCE angle for the proposed structure. In Figs. 5(c) and 5(d),
we show the SPCE far-field profiles of a typical and the proposed structures obtained by FDTD
simulations. In Figs. 5(e) and 5(f), we show the angle-resolved SPCE for the typical and the
proposed structures, respectively. We note the directed emission at the angles predicted by the
reflectance minimum.
In Fig. 6, we show the peak SPCE intensity of the proposed structure normalized by that
of the typical structure. In Fig. 7, we show the total SPCE power coupled to the prism side
of the proposed structure normalized by that of the typical structure. We note that the peak
SPCE intensity and the total SPCE power of the proposed structure can be much greater than
those of the typical structure. In both cases, we find that the normalized peak intensity and the
normalized coupled power reach maximum values when the top metal layer and the dielectric
layer have a thickness of 10 nm. The normalized peak intensity and the normalized SPCE
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power decrease significantly when tm1 is close to zero as the surface plasmons are not excited
in the top metal layer.
4.3 Figure of Merit
To enhance the performance of an SPCE based bio-sensor for SMD, the intensity of excitation
field of the fluorophores, the peak SPCE intensity, and the SPCE power should be increased.
Therefore, a figure of merit (FOM) for an SPCE based bio-sensor can be defined as
FOM = Excitation field intensity × Peak SPCE intensity × SPCE power. (3)
In Fig. 8, we show the FOM of the proposed structure normalized by that of the typical struc-
ture. We note that the FOM is maximum when both the top metal layer and the dielectric layer
have a thickness of 10 nm. The increase of the excitation field intensity with tm1 < 10 nm and
td > 10 nm is offset by the decrease of the peak SPCE intensity and SPCE power.
5 Signal to Noise Ratio
In this section, we will derive an expression for the SNR of an SPCE based bio-sensor with a
less pure biological sample. In the detection of a surface activity of a biological sample, the
sample layer is not bounded by any interface, rather by the range of the examined chemical
activity. The tagged molecules which do not take part in the examined reaction, but are inside
the excitation volume, also radiate and contribute to the SPCE light as noise. For reliable detec-
tion of the biological sample, the noise SPCE must be suppressed by restricting the excitation
volume.
Let us assume that E(r,r′) is the electric far-field due to SPCE in the prism side at position
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r = [x,y,z] for a fluorophore located at position r′ = [x′,y′,z′], as shown in Fig. 9. The fluo-
rophore is located at the sample-metal layer interface when z′ = 0. If the near-field emission
of the fluorophore is Eem(r
′) and the response function of the multilayer structure for SPCE is
R(r,r′), then the SPCE at far-field due to a single fluorophore is
E(r,r′) = R(r,r′)Eem(r′). (4)
The near-field radiation Eem(r
′) by a fluorophore will be proportional to the local excitation
field Eex(r
′) and the polarizability fs of the fluorophore. Since the structure is planar, the
response function will exponentially decay as the fluorophore is away from the sample-metal
layer interface. Additionally, Eex(r
′) is an evanescent field, which exponentially decays with
distance from the sample-metal layer interface. Therefore, E(r,r′) can be written as
E(r,r′) = fse−(αc+α f )z
′
R(r, [x′,y′,0])Eex([x′,y′,0]), (5)
where the parameters αc and α f are the exponential decay constants with distance from the
sample-metal layer interface for the response function and the excitation field, respectively,
R(r, [x′,y′,0]) is the response function when the dipole is at z′ = 0, and Eex([x′,y′,0]) is the
excitation field at z′ = 0. If the fluorophores are distributed with a density ρ(r′) in the sample
layer, then the SPCE far-field due to all the fluorophores can be given by
Et(r) =
∫ ∫ ∫
dx′dy′dz′ρ(r′)E(r,r′). (6)
If the fluorophores are uniformly distributed, i.e., ρ(r′) = ρ and coherently radiating, we can
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write
Et(r) = fsρ
[∫ ∫
dx′dy′R(r, [x′,y′,0])Eex([x′,y′,0])
][∫
dz′e−(αc+α f )z
′
]
= fsρ
[∫
dz′e−αz
′
]
Em(r), (7)
where α = αc+α f and Em(r) =
∫ ∫
dx′dy′R(r, [x′,y′,0])Eex([x′,y′,0]). The parameter Em(r)
denotes the SPCE electric field created by a monolayer of fluorophores with unit polarizability
and located at the sample-metal layer interface.
Similarly, the SPCE magnetic field at position r due to all the fluorophores in the sample
layer is
Ht(r) = fsρ
[∫
dz′e−αz
′
]
Hm(r), (8)
where Hm(r) denotes the SPCE magnetic field created by a monolayer of fluorophores with
unit polarizability and located at the sample-metal layer interface. Now, the radiated power at
unit solid angle through an infinitesimal area at position r is
P(r) =
1
2
|r|2rˆ ·
[
Et(r)×H∗t (r)
]
=
1
2
( fsρ|r|)2
[
Em(r)×H∗m(r)
]
· rˆ
∣∣∣∣
∫
dz′e−αz
′
∣∣∣∣
2
= ( fsρ)
2Pm(r)
∣∣∣∣
∫
dz′e−αz
′
∣∣∣∣
2
, (9)
where Pm(r) =
1
2
|r|2
[
Em(r)×H∗m(r)
]
· rˆ, which is not a function of fluorophore positions r′.
SNR in an SPCE based microscopy for SMD will be the ratio of the SPCE power due to
the fluorophores that are tagged to the sample layer to the SPCE power due to the fluorophores
that are tagged to molecules outside the sample layer. If we assume that the sample layer has a
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thickness of ts, then
SNR=
(
fsρs
fnρn
)2 ∣∣∣∣∣
∫ ts
0 dz
′e−αz′∫
∞
ts
dz′e−αz′
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
(
fsρs
fnρn
)2
|eαts−1|2, (10)
where the parameters fn and ρn are the polarizability and the density of the fluorophores outside
the sample layer.
We have used the derived expression of SNR in Eq. (9) to calculate the SNR of the proposed
structure. In Fig. 10, we show the SNR of the proposed structure normalized by that of a
typical structure. The exponential decay constants are calculated from FDTD simulations and
the sample layer has a thickness of 30 nm. It is found that the proposed structure significantly
increases the SNR by suppressing the background noise.
6 SMD Using the Proposed Structure
For SMD, fluorescence has to be collected from a fluorescently-labeled single molecule. There-
fore, in an SMD technique, fluorescence data have to be collected from an extremely small
volume, which is small enough to contain a single molecule. However, the size of the vol-
ume that has to be excited to detect a single molecule will vary depending on the particular
molecule to be detected. Now, the detection volume in an SPCE system will directly depend
on the product of two near-field factors: The penetration depth of the excitation field and the
distance-dependent coupling of fluorophore radiation to the surface plasmons. The distance-
dependent coupling of the radiated power of fluorescence to SPCE varies with the distance of
the fluorophore from the metal interface as a skewed bell-shaped relation, with its peak at ∼ 25
nm [4,13]. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the product of evanescent excitation
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field and the distance-dependent coupling for a typical SPCE structure is ∼ 50 nm [4,46]. By
contrast, for the proposed structure, the FWHM of the product of evanescent excitation field and
the distance-dependent coupling is∼ 35 nm. By using techniques as in confocal microscopy, it
is possible to limit the lateral dimensions of the detection volume to∼ 200 nm in each direction
[4, 46].
Since, using the proposed structure, fluorescence can be collected from a much smaller vol-
ume than that of a typical SPCE structure, the proposed structure will be a promising candidate
for SMD. For example, the proposed structure can be used for SMD for the constituent actin
molecules in muscle cells. Using a typical SPCE structure, Borejdo et al. showed that two
layers of actin monomer filaments with a ∼ 30 nm gap between the layers could be detected
[4]. In Ref. 4, the fluorophore concentration was ∼ 6 fluorescent phalloidin molecules per
actin filament. So, a total of ∼ 12 actin monomers labeled with phalloidin were detected in the
experiment of Ref. 4. Now, with a ∼ 35 nm detection thickness in the proposed structure, the
number of detected actin monomers will be ∼ 12× (35/50) = 8.4. Additionally, the proposed
structure increases the SPCE field by ∼ 2.4 times, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the density
of fluorescent molecules can be 1/2.42 ≈ 17.4% smaller than that of a typical structure for
same level of detectivity of Ref. 4, so that only 8.4× 17.4% = 1.46 actin monomers can be
successfully detected.
7 Conclusions
We have proposed an enhanced SPCE structure, which can be a promising candidate for SMD.
As is required for SMD, the proposed structure significantly decreases the detection volume.
Additionally, SPCE intensity of the proposed structure increases so that a significantly smaller
density of the sample molecules can be used for the same level of detectivity of that of a
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typical structure. Therefore, the smaller detection volume with the smaller density of sample
molecules can lead to an application for SMD using the proposed structure. Due to the decrease
of the detection volume and the increase of the SPCE intensity, SNR in an SMD technique will
increase using the proposed structure.
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Fig. 1: Schematic illustrations of (a) Typical structure used for SPCE based fluoroscence mi-
croscopy with different excitation schemes for the fluorophores and (b) Proposed structure for
SPCE based fluoroscence microscopy.
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Fig. 2: Dispersion relation of a typical SPCE structure and the proposed structure. In the
proposed structure, we assume tm1 = 10 nm and td = 10 nm. The most left and right straight
lines are the light lines for air and glass, respectively.
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Fig. 3: Penetration depth (δpd) of the excitation field for fluorophores of the proposed structure
against thickness of the top metal layer (tm1) for different GaAs layer thicknesses (td).
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Fig. 4: Peak excitation field |Ezp| of the proposed structure normalized by that of the typical
structure |Ezpc| against top metal layer thickness (tm1) for different GaAs layer thicknesses (td).
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Fig. 5: Reflectance (R) characteristics against incident angle for p- and s-polarized light of (a) a
typical SPCE structure and (b) the proposed SPCE structure, Far-field profile of SPCE electric
field of (c) a typical structure and (d) the proposed structure in the x-y plane. Angle resolved
SPCE intensity of (e) a typical structure and (f) the proposed structure. In each case, we assume
tm1 = 10 nm and the incident light has a wavelength of 565 nm.
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Fig. 6: SPCE peak intensity of the proposed structure normalized by that of the typical structure
against top metal layer thickness (tm1) for different GaAs layer thicknesses (td).
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Fig. 7: SPCE power of the proposed structure normalized by that of the typical structure against
top metal layer thickness (tm1) for different GaAs layer thicknesses (td).
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Fig. 8: Figure of merit (FOM) of the proposed structure normalized by that of the typical
structure against top metal layer thickness (tm1) for different GaAs layer thicknesses (td).
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Fig. 9: Schematic illustration of an SPCE structure showing the positions of a fluorophore and
measurement of SPCE field in glass prism.
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Fig. 10: SNR of the proposed structure normalized by that of the typical structure against top
metal layer thickness (tm1) for different GaAs layer thicknesses (td).
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